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Abstract

A supported Pt/Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) catalyst was prepared by immobilizing preformed colloidal Pt nanoparticles on Al\(_2\)O\(_3\). The particle size and size distribution of Pt particles on Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) remained the same as the colloidal nanoparticles. Selective hydrogenation of \( o \)-chloronitrobenzene to \( o \)-chloroaniline was performed on the as-prepared Pt/Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) nanocatalyst without using any solvent and 88.5% selectivity to \( o \)-chloroaniline at 98.2% conversion of \( o \)-chloronitrobenzene was achieved. Further catalytic experiments with metal cation modification showed that some metal cations could improve the activity in various degrees while maintaining the high selectivity. Especially, 99.8% selectivity to \( o \)-chloroaniline at \( \sim 100\% \) conversion was attained with Sn\(^{4+}\).

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Consideration of the principles of green chemistry, increasing attention has been paid to running reactions in an environment friendly and atom economic way. Solvent-free reaction is an effective method to reduce pollution, lower costs, save energy, and simplify purification procedures. Solvent-free conditions often lead to shorter reaction times, increased product yields, and easier workup. Scale-up is also facilitated by solvent-free techniques. Therefore, researchers have been working on solvent-free conditions for both the laboratory synthesis and the industrial manufacturing [1,2]. Some recent works on this direction include the Hantzsch reaction [3], the alkene hydrogenation reaction [4], the alcohol and aldehyde oxidation over Au/MgO [5], and the alkylation of amines with alcohols over organo-iridium catalysts [6].

Catalytic hydrogenation of chloronitrobenzenes to aromatic chloroamines is an important step in the production of many fine chemicals, such as dyes, drugs, herbicides, corrosion inhibitors, pharmaceuticals, cosmetic products, pesticides, and insecticides [7]. Various hydrogenation methods for nitroarenes with palladium [8], platinum [9,10], ruthenium [11], iridium [12], silver [13], and gold [14] have been studied. In order to improve the activity and selectivity, some strategies have been developed, including tuning the nature of the catalyst (new active metal [15], using second metal [16,17], varying metal particle size [18] and support [19]), introducing the additives (promoter, inhibitor, and poison) [20], and changing the reaction conditions (solvent, temperature, and pressure) [13,18].

Traditional supported catalysts are usually made by wet impregnation, i.e. the catalyst supports firstly adsorb the catalyst precursors dispersed in solvents, and then they are dried and undergo high temperature treatments such as H\(_2\) gas reduction. In the preparation of the supported metal catalysts, a great concern is how to produce metal particles that are well dispersed with small sizes in order to maximize the surface-to-volume ratio [21,22]. The narrow particle size distribution is an important factor as well for the selectivity purpose [23]. However, impregnation is not easy to control the particle size and the size distribution, and catalysts prepared by traditional methods often exhibit poor reproducibility [24]. An alternate
method to obtain supported catalysts with well-defined metal particles is to immobilize preformed nanoparticles on supports, such as the colloidal nanoparticles [25]. The great advantage of the colloidal nanoparticles is that the particle size, size distribution and the crystal structure of those nanoparticles can be well controlled. Various techniques to immobilize the preformed colloidal metal nanoparticles with controllable size and size distribution on supports have been investigated [26–28].

In this work, we made small Pt colloidal nanoparticles using ethylene glycol reduction and then immobilized them on alumina support (Pt/Al2O3). This supported nanocatalyst was used to selectively hydrogenate o-chloronitrobenzene (o-CN) to o-chloroaniline (o-CAN) without solvent. We also investigated the metal cation modification effect on this reaction and found that some metal cations could improve the activity in various extents while maintaining the high selectivity. When using Sn4+ as the modifier, we obtained 99.8% selectivity to o-CAN at ~100% conversion of o-CN.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Hydrogen gas (H2) with a purity of 99.999% was supplied from Beijing Gas Factory. o-CN was re-crystallized in ethanol before use. Water was distilled and deionized before use. Hydrogen hexachloroplatinate (IV) hexahydrate (H2PtCl6·6H2O) and other reagents were of analytical grade purity and were used as received (Beijing Chemicals Co.).

2.2. Preparation of nearly monodisperse colloidal platinum nanoparticles

The method introduced by Wang and coworkers was adopted for the synthesis of the colloidal Pt nanoparticles [26,29]. 50 mL Ethylene glycol solution of NaOH (0.50 M) was mixed with 50 mL ethylene glycol solution of H2PtCl6·6H2O (containing 1.00 g (1.93 mmol) of H2PtCl6·6H2O) with stirring to obtain a transparent yellow platinum hydroxide or oxide colloidal solution. This solution was then heated at 160 °C for 3 h with an N2 flow to protect the reaction system. A transparent dark-brown homogeneous colloidal solution of Pt metal nanoparticles was obtained without any precipitate.

2.3. Preparation of alumina-supported platinum nanoparticle catalyst

1.00 g Alumina (Al2O3) was mixed with the required amount of the above obtained colloidal Pt nanoparticle dispersion in a 50-mL flask, and then the same volume of water was slowly dropped into the mixed dispersion under stirring. The dispersion was kept stirring for 24 h at ambient temperature. After filtration, the solid was washed with deionized water for several times until no chlorine ion was detected, as confirmed by the AgNO3 test. The solid was then dried at 323 K under vacuum for 12 h to give the Al2O3-supported Pt nanoparticle catalyst, Pt/Al2O3. The content of Pt was 0.44 wt% determined by inductively coupled plasma spectrometry (ICP).

2.4. Selective hydrogenation of o-CN without solvent

Hydrogenation of o-CN was carried out in a 100 mL stainless steel autoclave with a Teflon tube to avoid metal contamination. The typical reaction condition was to add 5.00 g o-CN and 1.00 g Pt/Al2O3 into the autoclave and the reactor was then sealed and flushed with H2 three times to remove the air. The reactor was heated to 50 °C and H2 gas was then introduced up to the desired pressure (e.g., 1.0 MPa). The solvent-free hydrogenation reaction was conducted with external magnetic stirring. The H2 pressure was kept constant by replenishing H2 as the reaction proceeded. The resulting products were firstly centrifuged to separate the catalyst, and then were analyzed by gas chromatography equipped with a FID detector and a DC-710 column. In some experiments the GC internal standard (0.100 g dodecanol) was directly mixed with o-CN. It was found that the products and the reactant were well balanced in mass.

2.5. Characterization

XRD patterns were recorded with a Rigaku Dmax 2500 diffractometer with Cu radiation at 40 kV and 300 mA. Element analyses of the supported Pt catalysts were carried out on the ULTIMA ICP (France JY Inc.). The XPS spectra were obtained with an ES-CALAB 220f-XL-VG photoelectron spectrometer using monochromatic Mg Ka X-ray of 1253.6 eV. All binding energy values were referred to carbon (C1s=285.0 eV). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) photographs were taken with a JEM-2100 electron microscope. Specimens were prepared by placing a drop of an ethanol dispersion of the catalyst on a copper grid covered with a perforated carbon film and then evaporating the solvent. The nanoparticle sizes were measured from a few randomly selected areas of the enlarged TEM photographs. The average particle size and the particle size distribution histogram were calculated based on the measurements of 300–500 individual nanoparticles.

The activity of the nanocatalyst was expressed in the average reaction rate \( r_a \) (mol_o-CN mol_{metal}⁻¹ h⁻¹):

\[
r_a = \frac{n_{o-CN}}{n_{metal} \cdot t},
\]

where \( n_{o-CN} \) was the number of moles of o-CN involved in the conversion reaction, \( n_{metal} \) was the total number of metal atoms in the catalysts (mole), and \( t \) was the reaction time (h).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Preparation of the Pt/Al2O3 nanocatalyst

Traditional supported catalysts made by wet impregnation are often not easy to control the particle size and the size distribution. Therefore, a series of attempts have been made to immobilize preformed colloidal metal nanoparticles with controllable size and size distribution on supports [26–29]. But most of the immobilized nanoparticles exhibited lower activity comparing to their free
moving colloidal nanoparticles. Yu et al. found that if the protecting ligands used for colloidal nanoparticles were thoroughly removed, the immobilized nanoparticle catalysts could exhibit higher activity and selectivity, because the nanoparticles got back more available active sites by removing the protecting ligands [28,30,31]. Thus, the ethylene glycol reduction method was chosen to make small Pt nanoparticles so that they can be easier to be immobilized on support and expose the active sites for catalysis [26,29]. Representative TEM images and corresponding histograms are shown in Fig. 1 and the elemental analysis by EDX is shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 1a, we can see that highly dispersed Pt colloidal nanoparticles formed. The colloidal Pt nanoparticles were made according to the literature to get an average particle size of 2.24 nm, with 15% size distribution (Fig. 1a and b). These nanoparticles do not have small molecular or polymeric stabilizing agents so that they are easier to be immobilized [26,29]. Fig. 1c and d shows the particle size (2.21 nm in average) and size distribution (16%) of the as-prepared Pt/Al2O3 nanocatalyst. It can be seen that there is no obvious difference before and after immobilization. In other words, the Pt/Al2O3 catalyst has controlled small size and narrow size distribution coming from its colloidal nanoparticle precursor.

Alumina (Al2O3) is selected to be the support for their extensive use as catalyst support in industrial hydrogenation. It is well known that the catalyst supports play an important role in the catalytic activity [32]. The catalytic performance of alumina-supported catalysts is largely dependent on the textural properties of the alumina supports [33]. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the Al2O3 support itself and the Pt/Al2O3 nanocatalysts showed...
very similar profiles, and almost all of the diffraction peaks were attributed to Al$_2$O$_3$ (Fig. 2). No characteristic diffraction peaks ascribed to Pt species were detected due to the low content of Pt (0.44 wt%) in the whole mixture. This also indicated that these particles were dispersed so well that could not produce detectable diffraction signals (i.e., no large particles. See Fig. 1) [34]. The diffraction patterns of the used catalyst remained unchanged, indicating the high stability of Al$_2$O$_3$ under the reaction condition.

Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) clearly showed that the catalyst was composed of O, Al, Pt (Cu was from the copper grid; Fig. 3 left). X-ray photoelectron spectrum (XPS) also revealed that the binding energy of Pt 4f$_{7/2}$ was exactly the same as the literature value (70.9 eV) [35,36], indicating the metallic state of Pt nanoparticles on Al$_2$O$_3$ surface (Fig. 3 right).

3.2. Selective hydrogenation of o-CNB without solvent

The composition change during the hydrogenation of o-CNB over Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$ was analyzed as a function of reaction time. The evolution of the detectable compounds measured by GC is shown in Fig. 4. The desired product o-CAN increased monotonously with reaction time, 80.8% selectivity to o-CAN was obtained at 99.6% conversion of o-CNB. Aniline (AN) was the main by-product and reached 18.8% at 75 min when o-CNB was almost exhausted. It continued to increase after that. This means that the dechlorination happens after N—O bond is completely reduced to —NH$_2$. In addition to AN, trace amount of nitrobenzene (NB) was found, but no other products were detected.

Reaction conditions are known to influence the hydrogenation rate and the selectivity in the hydrogenation of halonitrobenzenes over Pt-based catalysts [9,37]. Wang and coworkers [9] reported that in the hydrogenation of o-iodonitrobenzene over a partially reduced Pt/γ-Fe$_2$O$_3$ nanocomposite catalyst, the hydrogenation rate reached a maximum value with an optimum temperature about 40 °C; when the temperature was higher, the hydrogenation rate decreased significantly, and the selectivity declined slightly. In this work the catalytic reaction results with different temperatures (Nos. 1–4) and pressures (Nos. 2, 5–7) are summarized in Table 1. The results indicated that the activity increased and the selectivity did not change much when the temperature increased. These are understandable that higher temperatures can lead to faster reactions because the increased number of activated molecules will increase the effective collision frequency. However, it was noted that the activity increased a lot when the temperature increased from 40 °C to 50 °C, and the activity did not change much when the temperature further increased from 50 °C to 60 °C. This is due to the melting point of o-CNB, which is 33–36 °C. It was very viscous at 40 °C without solvent, which obviously reduced the mass transportation a lot. So the first 10 °C temperature change made great improvement in mass transfer, and the second 10° made relative less improvement in mass transfer.

When the H$_2$ pressure is low, it is expected to have a slow reaction (No. 5). Similarly, a higher pressure should lead to a faster reaction. Wang et al. found that the hydrogenation rate of o-CNB over a Pt/γ-Fe$_2$O$_3$ nanocomposite catalyst was 34 times higher when the H$_2$ pressure changed from 0.1 to 4 MPa at 60 °C and no obvious loss of catalytic selectivity was observed [37]. One o-CNB molecule needs three H$_2$ molecules to become one o-CAN molecule, so increasing the H$_2$ pressure can greatly escalate the overall reaction activity.

Some articles [38–40] reported that in the hydrogenation of some organic substrates the added metal cations in the colloidal metal catalyst systems could obviously influence both the activity and the selectivity. For example, the use of metal cations can not only increase the reaction rate but also increase the selectivity in the hydrogenation of chloronitrobenzene [38],

![Fig. 3. EDS (left) and XPS (right) characterizations of Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$ catalyst.](image)

![Fig. 4. Composition changes during the catalytic hydrogenation of o-CNB (AN = aniline, NB = nitrobenzene).](image)
Note: $r_v$=the average reaction rate ($\text{mol}_{o-CNB} \text{mol}^{-1}_\text{metal h}^{-1}$) at the specified conversion, AN=aniline, NB=nitrobenzene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalytic hydrogenation of o-CNB under different reaction conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Catalytic hydrogenation of o-CNB Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$–MCl$_2$ system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalytic system</th>
<th>Conversion of o-CNB (%)</th>
<th>Reaction rate $r_v$ (mol$<em>{o-CNB} \text{mol}^{-1}</em>\text{metal h}^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Selectivity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>99.05</td>
<td>1115</td>
<td>84.68 15.32 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$–Fe$^{3+}$</td>
<td>99.16</td>
<td>1115</td>
<td>92.63 7.36 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$–Co$^{2+}$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1034</td>
<td>98.80 1.20 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$–Ni$^{2+}$</td>
<td>99.38</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>93.58 6.42 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$–Sn$^{4+}$</td>
<td>99.95</td>
<td>1034</td>
<td>99.79 0.21 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$–Zn$^{2+}$</td>
<td>96.04</td>
<td>1108</td>
<td>92.15 7.85 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reaction conditions: 1.00 g Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$, Pt: 2.255 × 10$^{-5}$ mol, the molar ratio of the modifier to Pt was 1:1, 5.00 g o-CNB, $P_{H_2}$=1.0 MPa, T=323 K, AN=aniline, NB=nitrobenzene. $r_v$=the average reaction rate ($\text{mol}_{o-CNB} \text{mol}^{-1}_\text{metal h}^{-1}$) at the specified conversion.

cinnamaldehyde [39,40], crotonaldehyde [40], and citronellal [28] over polymer-stabilized Pt colloids. Whereas, some metal cations introduced to the polymer-stabilized Ru colloids improved the activity and the selectivity remained unchanged [41]. Therefore, we also investigated the metal cation effect in our Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$ system, and the results are summarized in Table 2.

Metal cations adsorbed on colloidal particles modify the particle's surface electronic structures; as a result alter their catalytic performances [42]. It can be seen in Table 2 that the addition of metal cations influences largely on the selectivity. For the selective hydrogenation of N=N double bonds, Sn$^{4+}$ is the best, followed by Co$^{2+}$, Ni$^{2+}$, and Fe$^{3+}$ [43]. Yang et al. [43] found that the competitive coordination of Ni$^{2+}$ with amino group of the products caused the product o-CAN to be desorbed from the platinum surface easier, so that the dechlorination was suppressed to a larger extent in the PVP-Pt-Ni$^{2+}$ system. It can be seen here that the VIII group metal cations, such as Fe$^{3+}$, Co$^{2+}$, and Ni$^{2+}$, can improve the selectivity to different degrees. It is reported that Sn$^{4+}$ and Zn$^{2+}$ are poisonous to the catalyst in the hydrogenation of o-CNB to o-CAN over polymer-stabilized Pt colloids [43]. However, it is surprising to notice that both Sn$^{4+}$ and Zn$^{2+}$ acted as promoters in this system. Wang et al. [44] reported that a Ru/SnO$_2$ nanocomposite catalyst exhibited excellent catalytic properties for the chloronitrobenzene hydrogenation reaction; an o-CAN selectivity over 99.9% at a substrate conversion of 100% was obtained. This selectivity was higher than that of the PVP-Ru colloidal catalyst which had the same Ru nanoparticles. Our work [45] also showed 99.5% selectivity to o-CAN at ~100% conversion was achieved for selective hydrogenation of o-CNB to o-CAN over a Pt–Ru/SnO$_2$ nanocatalyst. However, the selectivity to o-CAN was only 79.80% at the complete conversion of o-CNB over the PVP-Pt-Ru colloidal catalyst with the same Pt–Ru alloyed nanoparticles. Apparently a similar synergic effect happened in our case with Sn$^{4+}$ (and probably Zn$^{2+}$), which may be due to the electronic interaction between Pt particles and Sn$^{4+}$ and Zn$^{2+}$ cations.

We further tested the stability of the as-prepared Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$ catalyst. The results indicated that the activity dropped a little after reusing it three times. The activity of the recovered catalyst was 986 mol$_{o-CNB} \text{mol}^{-1}_\text{Pt h}^{-1}$, which was 11% lower than that of the fresh nanocatalyst (the selectivity to o-CAN did not change). TEM photograph of the used catalyst is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the particles on the surface of the Al$_2$O$_3$ support remained the same size and size distribution. However, the content of Pt was 0.39 wt% detected by ICP, which was lower than that of the fresh Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$ catalyst (0.44 wt%). The 11.4% loss of the active metal (Pt) corresponded directly to the drop of the activity. Further study on improving the stability is undergoing in the lab.

In order to compare the as-prepared nanocatalyst with traditional catalysts, we made a Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$ catalyst by impregnation (Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$–imp). The activity and the selectivity to o-CAN were 325 mol$_{o-CNB} \text{mol}^{-1}_\text{Pt h}^{-1}$ and 91.1%, respectively. The results demonstrated that the Pt/Al$_2$O$_3$ nanocatalyst was more active than the classically prepared catalyst, because...
the size and size distribution of Pt particles were much smaller and narrower than those in the Pt/Al2O3-imp catalyst. Even after being reused for three times, the activity of the Pt/Al2O3 nanocatalyst was still much higher than that of Pt/Al2O3-imp catalyst (986 to 325 mol_o-CNB mol^-1_metal h^-1).

4. Conclusions

The catalytic activity of Pt/Al2O3 nanocatalyst depended on hydrogen pressure and temperature, but temperature and pressure had no significant effect on the selectivity. The modification of metal cations could improve the activity in various degrees while maintained the high selectivity.
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Fig. 5. TEM photograph of the Pt/Al2O3 catalyst after 3 times reactions.